Working Method

The SRL provides the necessary forum for these
functions.

This includes that the SRL interferes in planning
related political procedures and establishes
contact with the participants involved.
lt makes a contribution to the public in order to
make the way of proceeding and connections of
affective area planning transparent.
The SRL looks after the interests of the
professional groups and has an influence on the
training and vocational training facilities in the
field of effective area planning.
In order to perform its external functions the SRL
provides the necessary frame and seeks the
cooperation with others.
The SRL performs these functions especially in
the new Federal States of Germany.
lnitiated by individuals or groups of the SRL or
inspired by external persons project teams are set
up; individuals, the board, regional groups,
professional teams of specialists or committees
work on current professional, political, legal,
methodical questions of the planning practice,
matters of fees or the professional order.
Statements

Statements, articles for specialist journals are
elaborated, events or study trips are carried out.
General SRL statements are discussed and
decided on by the board and if necessary by the
meeting of members.
Regional and professional groups and regional
joint efforts organize talks and discussions as
weil as study trips and by doing this bring up
problems of topical interest for discussion.
Further vocational training and exchange of ideas
and experiences take place at conferences or
other events such as workshops and the
bimonthly PLANERIN.
So far the SRL, together with other professional
associations, has brought statements on the new
planning law to the public, also about the
training and the job prospects of young people
in the profession.
The SRL also collaborated with the Federal
government on the National Plan of Action for
Sustainable Settlement Development.

Conferences

Since 1970 the SRL has organized professional
conferences, which serve the exchange of
experiences, further vocational training and
meetings of members and non-members. Every
November the annual conference takes place,
which is complemented by the half-yearly
conference in May or June. The conferences are
open to the public. Since 1988 the professional
group 'Forum Man and Public transport' has
organized conferences, talks, and discussions.

Publications

The SRL-Schriftenreihe (serial publication) is
edited irregularly and reports about events of the
regional and professional groups.
The bimonthly published magazine PLANERIN
(male and female planner) informs concisely
about themes relevant for planning.
The information on the general meeting contains
material on the annual meeting of members
within the framework of the conference held
every year.
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